
Not All Decentralized Clinical Trial 
Capabilities Are Created Equal

Introduction
With the emergence of the Decentralized Clinical Trial (DCT) model over the last decade and the continued 
trend toward remote and virtual patient capabilities for participants in clinical studies, it is important to 
recognize that not all capabilities associated with DCTs provide perceived benefits in equal measure. It is 
widely accepted that DCT benefits include faster recruitment, increased retention and improved participant 
experience through added flexibility and convenience. What is less widely discussed is the extent to which 
each of these benefits can really be attributed to the different DCT capabilities currently offered. 

With the accelerated deployment of DCT capabilities due to the recent demands of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
the industry needs to critically assess whether some DCT capabilities truly provide the benefits that are 
claimed. Assessing why some capabilities are more beneficial than others to the industry and trial 
participants is imperative for successful implementation of DCT capabilities and for maximizing returns 
provided by the DCT paradigm shift.
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DCT Capabilities: The Spectrum of Perceived Benefits
DCT capabilities can broadly be categorized into four groups: 

• Digital Health Solutions: including tools and capabilities such as eCOA, ePRO, eConsent and Telemedicine

• Clinical Supply Capabilities: home delivery capabilities or alternative clinic or lab capabilities

• Virtual Support Capabilities: such as patient concierge capabilities

• Home Healthcare: allows visits to occur in patient's home

An assessment of each of these categories against the benefits typically associated with DCTs highlights 
nuances that are often overlooked.

Digital Health Solutions

If we critically assess electronic Consent (eConsent) as a digital solution with increasing uptake across the 
industry, should we really consider its implementation as a particular DCT “success”?

Like the widely adopted and accepted eCOA and ePRO, the use of eConsent should be standard practice 
across all trials in today’s modern world (where possible based on internet accessibility and regulatory 
compliance) and would certainly be a prerequisite for a fully remote trial. In practical terms eConsent  
is in line with what many modern-day participants, who are accustomed to the use of technology  
for most other aspects of life, would likely expect as a standard capability. It is hard to argue that 
eConsent can provide much impact on trial recruitment, retention or even participant convenience on a 
large scale (that is, beyond not needing to visit the trial site to sign an updated ICF), thus providing limited 
benefit past what we should be considering as a baseline trial experience. This is especially true considering 
that therapeutic area and trial phase does not appear to impact the uptake of eConsent.

Other digital health capabilities, including telemedicine and wearables, may improve data quality (through 
collection of more complete and representative data) and may also increase flexibility and access for a wider 
patient population. However, the dependability and limitations of some of these capabilities rely 
greatly on patients being tech-savvy and require adequate support and training to mitigate any 
technological glitches, which otherwise may lead to protocol deviations and reduced validity of data. 
The extent and impact of these deviations should be weighed against the benefits afforded by these 
capabilities on an ongoing basis.
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Clinical Supply Capabilities

Investigational Medicinal Product (IMP) home delivery capabilities are often rightly celebrated as providing 
benefit in terms of flexibility and convenience for participants, in turn supporting trial retention. Yet, the 
complexity associated with home delivery creates non-compliance risks with study standards (e.g., 
temperature excursions and reporting deviations). In addition, while the flexibility provided to participants 
can be considered a significant benefit, this should be weighed against the additional burden placed upon 
site staff and the associated risks. This burden comes in the form of arranging couriers, contacting 
participants to ensure the correct IMP has been received, reviewing temperature logs and maintaining 
additional trackers for IMP delivery to each trial participant. In response to these risks, study sponsors have 
initiated the use of drug depots for IMP distribution and management. While depot-to-patient may reduce 
risk, it is only a marginal reduction, especially when managing a hybrid study consisting of on-site and 
remote dosing. Only additional research and monitoring will tell whether the overall benefit for this 
capability outweighs the burden, and alternative methods such as delivery to a participant’s local 
pharmacy may be the route that maintains benefits while limiting additional workload for the site.

Virtual Support Capabilities

Virtual concierge support capabilities consist of providing extended personalized patient support, offering 
additional flexibility to participants as well as a more personal touch to care, thus providing the perceived 
positive impact on trial retention. There is a clear benefit in providing additional support and resources to 
participants in managing study-related queries. What is less often implemented is a similar concierge 
capability for sites themselves who are required to adapt and provide capabilities as part of a more 
complex model. While site concierge capabilities do little to improve the participant experience and 
maintain study compliance directly, there is potential benefit in sponsors investing to alleviate pressure on 
site staff, thus preserving the often-strained PI-sponsor relationship. Implementing a site concierge 
capability would help to balance the additional burden that comes from other DCT capabilities, such as the 
IMP home delivery capabilities, and could be just as beneficial as the typical virtual support capabilities for 
trial participants.

Home Healthcare Capabilities

The ability to provide in-home patient visits is aligned with the perceived benefit of improved patient 
experience. It cannot be denied that offering trial participants the choice of an in-home  visit instead of a 
site-based visit provides increased convenience and flexibility, which should positively impact recruitment 
and retention prospects. While these benefits appear obvious, the critical factor when realizing these 
benefits is focused on the provision of choice, rather than the in-home visit capability itself. This is 
especially true considering that every trial participant has their own personal care preferences. For 
example, some participants may prefer and choose the face-to-face interactions that come with site-based 
visits or may find home visits add additional stress and pressure when preparing the home for a visitor. As 
an extension to this thinking, it could be assumed that a hybrid approach where participants have 
access to a choice of their own combination of these capabilities may be one of the most effective 
and beneficial ways to execute a DCT. 
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Conclusion
Not all DCT capabilities are created equal. Perceived benefits should be critically examined against 
participant and study needs to compensate for the lack of quantitative data available in the near term, and 
to inform effective decision-making in the long term. To enable and empower study teams to implement a 
customized combination of DCT capabilities that assures the efficiency and success of each individual trial 
and maximizes convenience and accessibility for the participant, the industry must strive to understand the 
variability in value of different DCT models and capabilities.
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